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Abstract
The notions of uniform proof and of resolution represent the foundations of the proof-theoretic
characterization of logic programming. The class of Abstract Logic Programming Languages
nicely captures these concepts for a wide spectrum of logical systems. In the logic programming
setting, however, the structure of the formulas, e.g. Horn clauses and hereditary Harrop formulas,
plays a crucial role in discriminating between programming and theorem proving. In the paper,
and in the framework of the proofs as computations interpretation of linear logic, we present
an extension of hereditary Harrop formulas and a corresponding logical system which are the
foundations of the logic programming language . The starting point of this study is Forum
(Miller, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 165 (1) (1996) 201–232), a presentation of higher-order linear
logic in terms of uniform proofs. A subset of its formulas have been isolated and proved to be
well-suited to encode descriptions of various programming paradigms. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of Abstract Logic Programming Language (ALPL) [26] gives the guide-
lines for designing well-founded logic programming languages. In an Abstract Logic
Programming Language formulas are partitioned into clauses and goals and an ab-
stract interpreter is given in terms of a goal-driven proof system, i.e. where the search
for a proof is guided by the structure of the goal to be proved. Moreover, resolu-
tion steps (backchaining) are used to simplify atomic goal formulas using clauses
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nondeterministically selected from the program. Besides the logic of Horn Clauses
[30] and of hereditary Harrop formulas [27], several fragments of Girard’s linear logic
[15] have been isolated and proved to be ALPLs. Examples are LO [2], Lolli [18],
and Forum [25]. Furthermore, Lygon [17] has been proved to be the largest fragment
of linear logic enjoying uniform provability, in the sense stated in [29]. All these
languages adhere to the so called proofs as computations interpretation of linear logic,
an interpretation in which sequents represent instant conCgurations of a computation
and where the logical rules describe its evolution. The result of a computation is the
computed answer substitution associated to the proof.
These aspects have been extensively studied in Forum [7, 10, 25], a powerful spec-
iCcation language complete with respect to higher-order linear logic. Many aspects of
Forum, however, rely on full linear logic and do not have an immediate operational
reading according to ‘traditional’ logic programming languages. For instance, Forum
allows negative occurrences of formulas like A−◦⊥ (or A⊥ ); they introduce a further
level of nondeterminism in the proofs as they can introduce new goals any time during
a proof. Though these features can be useful to specify, for instance, reactive systems
(to simulate occurrences of external events) it can be diEcult to accommodate them
into an executable logic programming language cf. [19, 22]. Is there a weaker setting (or
a subset of Forum) which is still capable of representing most common computational
mechanisms but which is closer to a programming paradigm? To answer this question
it seems important to study the structure of formulas, trying to isolate a subset which
naturally extends the operational aspects of existing logic programming languages. We
are looking for a logic based on a distinction between clauses and goals, and such
that the corresponding proof system assigns a clear operational meaning to each of
its connectives (i.e. connectives as programming constructs). The proof system should
comprise only one single left rule acting as a backchaining rule. These requirements
represent further restrictions to the notion of ALPL, however, they are still reasonable
when trying to design a programming paradigm.
In the paper, we propose a paradigm integrating the logic of hereditary Harrop for-
mulas [26] with the process view of sequents and proofs introduced by Kobayashi and
Yonezawa in [20] and revised by Miller in [23]. In our view of proofs as computation
we aim at representing the evolution of the state of a ‘system’ so as to observe its
possible ‘Cnal states’. In this setting multi-conclusion clauses [1] play a central role
for both synchronization and resource management. The resulting fragment of Forum,
called ehhf (for extended hereditary Harrop formulas) [8], enjoys a clear method-
ology to write and execute speciCcations based on linear logic. In the logic ehhf it
is possible to combine the power of higher-order logic programming languages like
Prolog [27] with the view of proofs as computations via rewriting steps suggested
in [25]. Taking advantage of previously developed results in proof theory of linear
logic [1, 14, 25, 29], we will focus on the problems related to provability in a higher-
order setting. SpeciCcally, in the paper we will prove the completeness of provability
in ehhf with respect to provability in Forum. This result is inspired by the result of
completeness for hereditary Harrop formulas with respect to provability in higher-order
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intuitionistic logic [26]. The logic of ehhf turns out to be a powerful prototyping lan-
guage with an operational reading of the resulting programs which is not far from the
familiar logic programming languages.
In the paper, we will also present a diJerent higher-order formulation of the consid-
ered fragment of Forum where we allow variables to range over D-formulas, a special
class of Forum formulas we will use to denote logic programs, hence the name ehhfD.
The two logics, ehhf and ehhfD, coincide in their Crst-order formulation, whereas they
diJer in the way quantiCcation is introduced in their higher-order formulation. The
logic of ehhfD is interesting from a practical point of view, since it provides examples
of interchangeability between meta- and object-level suitable to encode call-patterns,
dynamic modiCcation and mobility of code [10, 5, 3]. In the paper, we will prove a
completeness result for provability in ehhfD with respect to provability in Forum. In the
following we will assume the reader to be familiar with linear logic and its presentation
(Forum) given by Miller in [24, 25].
1.1. Related work
Andreoli’s focusing proofs [1] set the foundations for studying extensions of logic
programming based on linear logic. The language LO proposed by Andreoli and
Pareschi in [2] and its superset LinLog [1] introduced the use of multi-conclusion
clauses to manage collections of resources while viewing sequents as description of
processes and proofs as execution of concurrent processes.
Kobayashi and Yonezawa [20] and Miller [23] proposed an alternative model in
which sequents modeled collections of processes instead of a single process. In this
setting the connectives were considered as process constructors and, in particular, the
multiplicative disjunction o as a primitive for parallelism. Lincoln and Saraswat [21]
and Perrier’s CPL [28] discussed a dual representation (i.e. ⊗ as primitive for paral-
lelism) in which linear implication acts as an ask primitive. A similar approach has
been considered in FILL [13] in which two-sided sequents are considered in the con-
text of a multiple-conclusion formulation of Intuitionistic linear logic. By the duality
of linear logic connectives, many aspects of the previously mentioned works can be
rephrased in presentations of linear logic closer to a logic programming perspective,
as discussed below.
Hodas and Miller in [18] and Pym and Harland in [29] focused on uniform-proof
formulations of linear logic in which embedding Horn clauses and hereditary Harrop
formulas so as to extend standard logic programming with resource management. An
intelligent management of resources has been studied in order to deCne an implemen-
tation of the language (the I=O model in [18]). Lolli does not provide what Andreoli
and Pareschi [2] called local parallelism, i.e. the connective o cannot occur in a goal.
On the other hand multi-conclusion sequent-calculi, as shown in [13, 16, 20, 23] allow
us to operationally model concurrent agents by exploiting multi-set rewriting. None
of the works on uniform fragments of linear logic have considered extensions to the
higher-order case.
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Forum [25] can be considered as the natural extension of Lolli to a multi-conclusion
sequent calculus. A Forum sequent has the form  :	;
 −−→; where 	 and  are
sets of unbounded-use formulas (	 contains !-formulas and  contains ?-formulas).
Forum (cut-free) proofs are uniform in the following sense: the right-hand side of
sequents must be reduced to a multi-set of atomic formulas before applying left intro-
duction rules. In [7, 25], several application of Forum to the speciCcation of resource
sensible logics and programming paradigms have been described.
Implementations of a Crst-order formulation of Forum based on the I=O model of
[18] have been recently proposed by Hodas and Polakow in [19] and by LNopez and
Pimentel in [22]. In [19], the authors also point out the need of restricting the set
of formulas in order to turn Forum into an executable logic programming language.
Our proposal, that extends our preliminary formulations of ehhf presented in [10], is a
preliminary step in this direction.
1.2. Structure of the paper
The language ehhf is formally introduced in Section 2. In the same section we
brieOy discuss the ‘operational’ view we have in mind, and the relationship of ehhf
with hereditary Harrop formulas. In Section 3, we discuss the technical details of
the completeness proof of ehhf w.r.t. Forum. In Section 4, we present an alternative
higher-order extension of the Crst-order version of ehhf, called ehhfD, which diJers
from the usual treatment of higher-order features of logic programming (e.g. [26]) in
both the considered language and the technical details of the completeness proof. In
Section 5, we suggest a methodology to write ehhf-executable speciCcations. Finally, in
the remaining part of the paper we present two examples in which we employ the two
higher-order extensions discussed in the paper. In Section 6, we specify the operational
semantics of an imperative language with functions using the core language ehhf in a
continuation passing style. In Section 7, we show how ehhfD can be used to describe
complex systems in which it is necessary to predicate over programs, objects or agents.
Finally, Section 8 includes some Cnal remarks and future perspectives of the work.
2. Proofs as computations via rewriting
Before formally introducing the logic of ehhf we will try to give some hints on the
operational interpretation of its formulas. As shown in [2, 20, 16], provability in linear
logic shares many aspects with rewriting. In the following example, we will use Forum
syntax [25], with the following exception: here and in the rest of the paper we will
use ◦− for negative occurrences of −◦ (e.g. at the top level in a clause). A set of
rewrite rules of the form si rewrites in ti can be encoded as a linear logic theory, say
	, consisting of formulas of the form si ◦− ti. 1 The query ‘does s rewrite in t?’ can be
1 For the sake of simplicity, we consider only ground terms, and we do not consider context rules. See
[9] for a detailed encoding of term rewriting systems in linear logic.
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solved by checking provability for the Forum sequent 	; −−→ t−◦ s: if the sequent is
provable in Forum (hence provable with a uniform proof [2, 18, 25]) then s rewrites in
some steps in t, and, vice versa, if s rewrites in some steps in t then the sequent above
is provable in Forum. For instance, let 	= {s ◦− r; r ◦− t}. Consider now the following
proof for s rewrites in t (built using Forum rules):
	; s −−→ s; · initial
	; r −−→ r; · initial 	; t −−→ t; · initial
	; t
r ◦− t−−−→ r; ·
−◦ l
	; t −−→ r; · decide!
	; t
s ◦− r−−−→ s; ·
−◦ l
	; t −−→ s; · decide!
	; · −−→ t−◦ s; · −◦ r
Note that an application of rule −◦ l corresponds to a backchaining step [25, 19], in
which the head of the clause s ◦− t matches the current goal s. This correspondence can
be extended to conditional rewriting rules, i.e. rules of the form if c then s rewrites
in t. They Cnd a natural counterpart in the following type of formulas: c ⇒ (s ◦− t).
In fact, when applied in a backchaining step, they behave as follows:
· · ·
	; · −−→ c; ·
	; s −−→ s; · initial
· · ·
	; r −−→ t; ·
	; r
s ◦− t−−−→ s; ·
−◦ l
	; r
c⇒ (s ◦− t)−−−−−−−→ s; ·
⇒l
Note that the condition c must be proved in a sequent with empty bounded context. In
the previous examples each backchaining step models the evolution of the conCguration
represented by a sequent. Note also that the root sequents have a residue, namely r
and t in the previous Cgures, occurring in the bounded context of the sequent. The
residue is used in the Cnal step of this process to match the Cnal conCguration.
The view of proofs as conditional rewriting introduced in the previous example can
be formalized and successively generalized to more interesting examples by considering
the following class of Forum formulas:
∀x1: : : :∀x1: (G1 & : : : &Gn⇒ (H ◦−G));
in which the goals G1; : : : ; Gn represent the conditional part of the rewrite rule H
rewrites in G. Specializing the Forum proof-system to this class of formulas, we obtain
a proof system with a single backchaining rule that describes the operational meaning
of the considered type of clauses. As mentioned before we will consider multiple-
headed clauses, hence allowing H to be a disjunction of atomic formulas. In order to
provide constructs to control the rewriting process, in addition to −◦ and ⇒ we allow
& and ∀ to occur in goal formulas. We leave extensions of the fragment with other
connectives (e.g. introducing ⊗ in the goals as in [18, 17]) for future works (see also
discussion in Section 8).
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The appealing aspects of the resulting formalism is that it provides a clear way to
study integration between rewrite-based speciCcation languages and logic programming
languages. In fact, we can naturally integrate logic programming aspects allowing the
conditional part of the clauses to be an invocation of predicates deCned by linear logic
programs (in the sense introduced for instance in [17, 18]). We will turn back to this
point after a more precise introduction of the language and a discussion of its properties.
In the following section, we will introduce the fragment of Forum we are interested in,
namely ehhf. We anticipate here that, in Section 4, we will introduce another fragment,
namely ehhfD, which diJers from ehhf only in its higher-order formulation. Since the
Crst order formulations of the two fragments coincide, our informal introduction of the
operational behavior of the formulas we are interested in applies to ehhf as well as to
ehhfD.
2.1. Extended hereditary Harrop formulas
As discussed in the previous section, we aim at Cnding a general characterization
of the considered conditional-rules by considering a subset of Forum formulas. In the
rest of the paper, a signature  will denote a list of elements of the form c :  where c
is a constant symbol and  its type. -terms are applications and lambda-abstractions
built over the symbols in  according to their types. 2 Each connective is deCned by
a nonlogical constant having as target type o. The linear connectives we will consider
are o , &, ◦− (−◦ ), having type o→ o→ o; a family of indexed symbols ∀ for
each type  having type (→ o)→ o (the type is omitted when it is clear from the
context), and the logical constants  and ⊥ with type o. The class of formulas we
are interested in is given by the following grammar:
D ::= D&D | ∀x:D |H ◦−G |G⇒D |H:
G ::= G&G |Go G | ∀x:G |D⇒G |D−◦G |Ar | ⊥ |  :
H ::= H oH |Ar :
Here Ar is any rigid atomic formula with type o, i.e. Ar =p(t1; : : : ; tn) where ti has type
i for i : 1; : : : ; n and p is a constant symbol having type 1→ · · · → n→ o. Note that
the formula G1⇒ · · · ⇒Gn⇒ (H ◦−G) is equivalent to the formula G1 & · · · &Gn ⇒
(H ◦−G), thus D-formulas provide the desired class of clauses. First order formulas
are deCned as formulas built from non-logical symbols of type 1→ · · · → n→ , such
that i for i : 1; : : : ; n is a primitive type distinct from o and  is a primitive type, and
such that universal quantiCcation is restricted to primitive types distinct from o. The
language ehhf standing for extended hereditary Harrop formulas, results by considering
the set of formulas generated by the productions D and G, i.e. D-clauses (formulas)
and G-formulas (goals), respectively. In the rest of the paper, the term formula will
2 Given a set of primitive types containing o, functional types are built using a constructor → (i.e. → 
if  and  are types). Furthermore, we will consider signatures without empty types.
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Axioms and Structural rules
	; D−→ A
initial
(A1 o : : : oAn) ∈ 〈D〉; {A1; : : : ; An} ≡A:
	; D;
 D−→ A
	;D;
 −→ A decide!
	;
 D−→ A
	;
;D −→ A decide
Search Rules
	;
 −→  ;  r
	;
 −→ 
	;
 −→ ⊥ ;  ⊥r
	;
 −→′ A[y=x]; 
	;
 −→ ∀x:A;  ∀r
	;
 −→ A1; A2; 
	;
 −→ A1 oA2;  or
B; 	;
 −→ A; 
	;
 −→ B ⇒ A;
⇒r 	;B; 
 −→ A; 
	;
 −→ B −◦ A; −◦ r
	;
 −→ A1;  	;
 −→ A2; 
	;
 −→ A1 &A2;  &r
Backchaining
	; −→ G 	;
 −→ B;A′
	;
 D−→ A;A′
bc
G ⇒ (A1 o : : : oAn ◦− B) ∈ 〈D〉; {A1; : : : ; An} ≡A:
Fig. 1. The ehhf proof system: in ( ∀r ), y : ∈ and ′ = y : ; .
denote an open formula, i.e. with possible occurrences of free variables. Furthermore,
given a (open) formula F , ∀F will denote the closed formula ∀x1 · · · ∀xn:F obtained
by adding a universal quantiCer ∀xi for each free variable xi in F .
According to the Forum syntax [25], the left-hand side of a sequent can be partitioned
into two parts: the set of unbounded-use clauses, say 	, and the multi-set of bounded-
use clauses, say 
. We will use · to denote the empty multi-set, and unionmulti to denote
multi-set union. With ‘unbounded’ we mean that all formulas in 	 are preCxed by
the exponential !, i.e. a copy of them is always available during a derivation. In this
paper, we simplify the presentation of Forum sequents as follows: we write a Forum
sequent  : 	;
 −−→A; F; ; · (i.e. with empty ?-context) as 	;
 −→ ′ where
′ is the multi-set {F}unionmultiAunionmulti, i.e. without loss of generality, in the right-hand side
of sequents we consider multi-sets of formulas instead of lists (see [24, 25]). ehhf-
sequents have the following form: 	;
 −→  or 	;
 D−→ A, where 	 is a set of
D-formulas, 
 is a multi-set of D-formulas,  is a multi-set of G-formulas, D is a
D-formula and A a multi-set of atomic formulas. All the formulas are deCned over
the signature . The set of Forum rules can be specialized to this class of formulas as
shown in Fig. 1. In the higher-order case all the rules are modulo -conversion (in [26]
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a special  rule is part of the system), so as to consider terms in normal form only.
In the rest of the paper we will use t= t′ to denote that t -converts to t′. Note that
the left rules collapse into one single backchaining rule [25, 29, 19], namely bc. The
axiom initial is an extension of the initial axiom of Forum to (universally quantiCed)
clauses consisting of linear disjunctions of atomic formulas. 3 It can also be seen as
an extension of the base case of resolution for classical logic (i.e. resolution with a
unit clause). In these rules 〈D〉 represents the set of instances of a clause D. The set
〈D〉 is deCned as follows. Given a multi-set 
 of D-clauses over a signature , 〈
〉
is the minimum set of D-clauses such that: 〈
〉=⋃D∈
〈D〉; 〈D1 &D2〉= 〈D1〉 ∪ 〈D2〉;
〈∀x:D〉= 〈{D[t=x] | t :  is a -term}〉; and 〈A〉= {A}, otherwise. The considered class
of formulas is an extension of hereditary Harrop formulas [26], which are deCned as
follows:
Di ::= true |A |Di ∧Di |Gi ⊃Di | ∀x:Di
Gi ::= true |A |Gi ∧Gi |Gi ∨ Gi |Di ⊃Gi | ∀x:Gi | ∃x:Gi :
The standard embedding of intuitionistic logic into linear logic given by Girard [15] is
deCned as follows: true0 = 1, A0 =A for A atomic, (D1 ∧D2)0 =D01 &D02, (G⊃D)0 =
!(G0)−◦D0 = (G0)⇒D0, (∀x:D)0 =∀x:D0, (∃x:D)0 =∃x:D0, (D1 ∨D2)0 =D01⊕D02.
Furthermore, let 
0 be {D0 |D∈
}. If we disregard ∨ and ∃ and we modify the Girard’s
encoding so as to map true into  , then the logic of hereditary Harrop formulas can be
embedded into the considered language as stated in the following proposition, where,
according to [26], we use I to denote sequents of intuitionistic logic.
Proposition 1. Let 	 be a set of Di-formulas and G a Gi-formula; both 	 and G
without occurrences of ∨ and ∃; then 	 I G is provable in intuitionistic minimal
logic if and only if 	0; −→ G0 is provable in ehhf.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [18].
Note that Horn formulas are a fragment of hereditary Harrop formulas. Their encod-
ing into ehhf gives, e.g., clauses of the form Gh⇒A where Gh is either a conjunction
of atomic formulas or the constant : As stated in the previous proposition, the rule
bc provides a natural way to combine logic programming and the proofs as rewriting
interpretation of linear clauses we sketched at the beginning of this section. In fact, the
conditional part of a D-clause (to be proved in the empty context) can be considered
as a goal invocation in a traditional logic programming language, e.g. Prolog (based
on Horn Clauses) or Prolog (based on hereditary Harrop formulas). In this sense,
they can be viewed as guards for the application of the linear clauses. We will turn
back to this point in Section 5. It is also important to point out that the encoding
of hereditary Harrop formulas given in [29, 18] are based on ⊗ and thus they could
3 The rule initial can be decomposed into a sequence of applications of ∀l and ol terminated by instances
of Forum initial axioms.
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provide a Cner grained manipulation of resources. Our purpose, however, is to handle
resources in the main thread of the rewriting and, speciCcally, in the right-hand side
of sequents. Multi-headed clauses will be used to achieve this aim.
In the following section, we will discuss the soundness and completeness of the
considered proof system (remember that we consider a higher-order formulation) w.r.t.
Forum. In the rest of the paper, F will denote provability in Forum, L will denote
provability in full linear logic, and e will denote provability in ehhf, i.e. the system
of Fig. 1. Furthermore, #x S will denote the existence of a proof # for the sequent S
in the proof-system x (one of ehhf, Forum, full linear logic).
3. Completeness with respect to Forum
In the Crst-order case the correspondence between Forum provability and ehhf prov-
ability follows by observing that the proof-system in Fig. 1 results by specializing the
set of Forum rules to the class of ehhf-formulas. However, in order to capture inter-
esting computational models, such as objects, processes, and agents, in Section 2 we
have considered a language based on the Simply Typed -calculus. In this setting it is
possible to express formulas of any order, and to quantify over variables having tar-
get type o. As a consequence the Sub-Formula Property [12] (which holds in cut-free
Crst-order sequent calculus for classical, intuitionistic and linear logic) does not hold
anymore. This can aJect the completeness of ehhf-provability w.r.t. Forum. More pre-
cisely, when trying to prove an ehhf-sequent in Forum, the application of an instance
of the rule ∀l may introduce formulas that are not in ehhf. For instance, consider the
following Forum proof of an initial sequent consisting of ehhf-formulas:
#
	;
p−−→p
$
	; · −−→ ( −◦ &)
	; · p ◦− ( −◦ &)−−−−−−−−−−→p
−◦ l
	;∀ox:p ◦− x −−→p
decide
	;∀ox:p ◦− x −−→p
∀l
Here the formulas & and  can be generic Forum formulas (outside ehhf as well) and
$ an arbitrary Forum proof for the sequent 	;  −−→&. As for higher-order hereditary
Harrop formulas [26], it is possible to Cnd a proof in ehhf by instantiating the variable
x with  instead of  −◦ &, i.e. a proof where all terms introduced by ∀l are ehhf-
terms. Actually, it is not necessary to replace each term of type o introduced by a
∀l over a variable x, with . In fact, it is enough to transform the sub-terms with
implication at the top level into , as we will show in the following. For this purpose
we need to deCne a restricted universe of terms.
De$nition 2 (Restricted universe of terms). Let T be the set of terms built over a
given signature , and the connectives &; o ; ∀;  , and ⊥ (i.e. terms of T have
no implications).
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In the rest of the section, formulas over T will denote formulas with nested sub-
terms deCned over T. Since (at the top-level within a formula) variables of type o can
only occur in goal position, restricting the set of terms to T avoids the introduction
of formulas which are not ehhf-terms. The following properties hold.
Proposition 3. If s; t ∈T then t[s=x]∈T. If ∀x:F is a G(D)-formula then F[t=x] is
still a G(D)-formula.
The proofs are by induction on the structure of terms and formulas.
Let TF be the set of all possible Forum terms over . In order to transform a Forum
proof of an ehhf-sequent into an ehhf-proof we will deCne a normalization from TF
to T of the terms occurring in the original proof.
De$nition 4 (Restriction map). The map ·+ :TF  T is deCned by induction on
terms in normal form as follows: x+ = x if x is a variable; c+ = c if c is a constant
diJerent from −◦ and ⇒ ; −◦ + and ⇒ + are equal to x:y: ; (x:t)+ = x:t+; and
(st)+ = (s+t+).
In the rest of the section, [s=x] will denote a substitution consisting of the sequence
of pairs [s1=x1] : : : [sn=xn], where the si’s are closed terms, and the variables xi’s are
all diJerent from each other (i.e. in t[s=x] substitutions cannot be composed but just
applied to t). Under this hypothesis, the following proposition is true.
Proposition 5. Let t be a term (in normal form) with free variables x1 : : : xn; then
(t[s1=x1] : : : [sn=xn])+ = t+[s+1 =x1] : : : [s
+
n =xn] (equality modulo -conversion). Further-
more; if t ∈T then (t[s1=x1] : : : [sn=xn])+ = t[s+1 =x1] : : : [s+n =xn].
Note that the previous fact holds even in case t is Oexible (i.e. t=(hu) and h is
a variable). For instance, ((ha)[y:(y −◦ b)=h])+ = (y:(y −◦ b)a)+ = (a −◦ b)+ = 
and ((ha)[(y:(y −◦ b))+=h])= (ha)[y:(y −◦ b)+=h] = (ha)[y: =h] = : Thus, the
mapping commutes with -conversion.
In order to formalize the idea of ‘proofs with terms in T’ we introduce the following
deCnition.
De$nition 6 (T-proofs). A T-proof ) for a sequent S is a Forum proof for S in which
for each occurrence of ∀l that introduces a new term t, t ∈T.
Since we are interested in studying a proof in Forum of a sequent in ehhf, we need
to characterize all sequents originated by an ehhf-sequent applying Forum rules (and
in particular applying the rule ∀l ).
De$nition 7 (Quasi ehhf-sequent). A quasi ehhf-sequent is a Forum sequent either of
the form 	;
 −→ , or 	;
 F−→ A where 	 is a set of D-formulas over T, 

denotes a multi-set of Forum formulas D[s=x] where ∀D is a D-formula over T, and
 (A) denotes a multi-set of formulas G[s=x] where ∀G is a G-formula over T.
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The application of the normalization to a quasi ehhf-sequent S, namely S•, is deCned
by applying the normalization to each of its components: if E=F[s=x] then we use
E• to denote F[s+=x], and if 
 is a multi-set of formulas, then 
• is the multi-set
{F• |F ∈
}. In a Forum proof for an ehhf-sequent with terms in T, it is possible to
isolate a partial proof tree consisting of quasi ehhf-sequents. Formally, we have the
following deCnition.
De$nition 8 (Quasi proof tree). Given a Forum proof ) of a quasi ehhf-sequent S,
the quasi proof tree of ) is the maximal partial proof tree of ) rooted with S and
consisting of quasi ehhf-sequents only.
Note that a quasi proof tree may have nonaxiom leaves. For instance, if the root S is
obtained by applying a rule with nonquasi ehhf-sequents as premises, then S is a leaf
of the corresponding quasi proof tree of ). Furthermore, by deCnition, given a Forum
proof of a quasi ehhf-sequent there exists a unique, non-empty, quasi proof tree of ).
We will use this property to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let S be the quasi ehhf-sequent 	;
 −−→. Then; if S has a proof in
Forum; then S•=	;
• −−→• has a T-proof.
Proof. Let ) be the Forum proof for S. The proof is by induction on the length of the
quasi proof tree of ).
• If the length is 1 and the axiom is an instance of r then the thesis immediately
holds. If the axiom is an instance of initial, 
 are  singletons, consisting of A[t=x]
and B[s=y], respectively. By hypothesis A is an atomic D-formula over T (hence
rigid) and B is an atomic G-formulas over T (possibly Oexible) and A[t=x] =B[s=y]
(modulo -conversion). By Fact 5, (A[t=x])+ =A[t+=x] and (B[s=y])+ =B[s+=y].
Thus, it follows that A[t+=x] =B[s+=y].
• If the length of the proof for S is greater than 1, the proof is by cases on its last
rule.
– The last rule is −◦ l with principal formula F =H ◦− G. We Crst observe that
by hypothesis F =D[s=x], and ∀D is a D-formula. Since variables of type o
are not D-formulas, D and F must have the same top-level connective, i.e.
D=H ′ ◦− G′ and H =H ′[s=x] and G=G′[s=x]. Since, #1 F 	;H;
1 −−→1
and #2 F 	;
2 −−→G;2 , by inductive hypothesis, $1 F 	;H•; 
•1 −−→•1 and
$2 F 	;
•2 −−→G•; •2 , and both $1 and $2 are T-proofs. The thesis follows
by applying again the −◦ l rule selecting as principal formula: H• ◦− G•, i.e.
(H ◦− G)•, obtaining a T-proof for the initial sequent.
– The last rule is ∀l with principal formula F =∀x:F ′[s=y], where ∀F ′ is a D-
formula (x does not occur free in s1 : : : sn). Now we have that #F
	;F ′[s=y][t=x]; 
 −−→ and, by inductive hypothesis, there exists a T-proof $
s.t. $F 	;F ′[s+=y][t+=x]; 
• −−→•. The thesis follows by applying again the
∀l rule selecting as principal formula: (F ′[s+=y][t+=x]). Since t+ is a T-term the
resulting proof is still a T-proof.
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– Let the last rule be an instance of −◦ r with principal formula G[t=x] =A −◦ B.
If G is an implication A′ −◦ B′, the thesis immediately follows by applying the
inductive hypothesis. Otherwise, if G is a Oexible atomic formula then (G[t+=x])
converts to (A −◦ B)+ =  (i.e. one of the terms introduced by ∀l is equal to
A −◦ B) and the resulting sequent is a Forum axiom. A similar argument applies
if the last rule is a right-introduction rule for ⇒ .
– Let the last rule be an instance of or , with principal formula G[t=x] =A1oA2.
If G is the G-formula A′1oA′2, the thesis immediately follows from the in-
ductive hypothesis. If G is a Oexible atomic formula we can write G[t=x] as
y1oy2[A1=y1; A2=y2], where the G-formula yi is a ‘dummy’ variable for i : 1; 2.
The premise of the last rule corresponds then to the sequent 	;
 −−→y1[A1=y1];
y2[A2=y2]; . By induction hypothesis, +F 	;
 −−→y1[A1=y1]; y2[A2=y2]; , thus
there exists $ s.t. $F 	;
• −−→y1[A+1 =y1]; y2[A+2 =y2]; •. Applying the rule or
we obtain # s.t. #F 	;
• −−→A+oB+; •. Now, A+oB+ = (AoB)+ = (G[t=x])+
and, by hypothesis, G is a Oexible atomic formulas such that its nested sub-terms
are T-terms, i.e. G is a T-term. Hence, (G[t=x])+ =G[t+=x]. It follows that #F
	;
• −−→G[t+=x]; •.
A similar argument applies to the other cases.
The following corollary holds.
Corollary 10 (Completeness w.r.t. T-provability). Let S be the ehhf-sequent
	;
 −→  with terms in T. If S is provable in Forum then there exists a T-proof
for S.
The above restriction to the set of terms T allows to state a completeness theorem
between provability for ehhf and Forum w.r.t. the subset of formulas considered in
ehhf. As a consequence of this corollary, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 11 (Completeness w.r.t. Forum). Let S be the ehhf-sequent 	;
 −→ 
with terms in T; then S is provable in ehhf if and only if S is provable in Forum.
Proof. Based on Corollary 10, we can restrict ourself to consider T-provability, which
preserves well-formed ehhf-sequents. To conclude, we note that for sequents closed
under instantiation the ehhf-system is nothing but a specialization of Forum to ehhf-
formulas (as in the Crst-order case). The backchaining rule is then an instance of the
one given in [25] also presented for a diJerent formulation of linear logic in [29].
4. Another higher-order fragment
In the previous section, we have presented a (higher-order) logic programming lan-
guage that provides:
– quantiCcation over predicate variables;
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– Oexible G-formulas (but rigid atomic D-formulas);
– a universe of terms restricted to formulas without implications.
As in Prolog such an extension provides many useful programming examples such
as abstract syntax for representing languages with binding constructs, and continuation
passing. However, the restrictions on the language rule out other interesting meta-
programming examples. For instance, it is not possible to write a clause like
compile(S; T )& (T ⇒ execute(G)) ⇒ compile and execute(S; G);
i.e. a compile-and-execute routine parametric over the input program S. This formula
is not a D-formula in that T is not rigid and it occurs in D-position. Furthermore,
since the universe of terms is restricted to formulas without implication, even if we
admitted such an occurrence of T , we could only instantiate T with trivial programs
(i.e. consisting of a collection of facts).
In this section, we will present a slightly diJerent higher-order formulation of the
Crst-order version of ehhf in which we will admit quantiCcation over program variables
(such as T before) as well as terms with implications. Unfortunately, in order to obtain
a completeness result we will have to rule out -terms from the language. The resulting
extension can be seen as an enrichment of the Crst-order formulation of ehhf with terms
of type o, we will call it ehhfD to emphasize that universal quantiCcation is extended
to variables ranging over D-formulas. More formally, the higher-order language ehhfD
is deCned as follows.
De$nition 12 (TD-terms and formulas). The set of terms TD is the smallest set such
that:
• A variable x of type  (possibly o) is a TD-term of type ;
• a rigid term Ar of type  of the form (h t1 : : : tn) is in TD whenever ti: i is in
TD for i : 1; : : : ; n, and h is a constant with type 1→· · ·→ n→ ;
• a D-formula, as deCned by the following grammar, is a TD-term of type o:
D ::= ∀x :D|D1 &D2 |G ⇒ D |H ◦− G |H
G ::=GD | G o G |G&G |D −◦ G |D ⇒ G | ∀x:G |Ar | ⊥ | 
H ::=H oH |Ar
GD ::= v −◦ Ar | v ⇒ Ar ;
where v is a variable of type o, and Ar a rigid atomic formula built over TD-terms.
Thus, ehhfD-terms of type o can be either variables or well-formed D-formulas (i.e.
we allow nested occurrences of terms with implications). Note that ∀x :x is not a
D-formula, whereas ∀x:(x −◦ a) ⇒ b is (i.e. variables of type o must occur within an
implicational goal). Also note that the Crst-order formulation of ehhfD coincides with
the Crst-order formulation of ehhf.
As in the previous section, our aim is to show that a Forum proof of an ehhfD-
sequent can be carried out using ehhfD-terms only. To achieve this aim we need to
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deCne a mapping / :TF  TD which preserves provability. We Crst deCne the set of
formulas arising by substituting arbitrary terms in ehhfD-formulas.
De$nition 13 (Quasi D- and G-formulas). A quasi D-(G-)formula E is obtained from
a D-(G-)formula F instantiating the free variables in F with arbitrary Forum-terms.
Quasi D- and G-formulas can be characterized by the following grammar:
D ::= ∀x :D |D&D |G ⇒ D |H ◦− G |H:
G ::= G o G |G&G |F A |D G | ∀x:G |A | ⊥ |  :
H ::= HoH |A;
where  is one of −◦ ; ⇒ , F is an arbitrary Forum formula, and A is an atomic
formula with arbitrary (Forum) subterms. The mapping / should map all non-ehhfD-
terms into a Cxed ehhfD-term. For terms of type  = o we can simply choose a special
constant c : . For terms of type o this simple idea will not work. In fact, terms of type
o may occur in formula position and may be selected in backchaining steps. Following
[6] the solution is to inspect the Forum proof of a ehhfD-sequent and to keep trace
of all the possible occurrences of variables of type →· · ·→ o in G-position in the
sequents occurring in the proof tree. Based on this information we will build a formula
that will succeed in any context where a variable of type o may occur. We Crst need
to deCne the following set of formulas. Given a Forum proof ),
0())= {A s.t. A is a (rigid) atomic formula and either v −◦ A or v ⇒ A is a
subformula of a formula occurring in ) and v is a variable of type o}.
The formula used as normal form for non-ehhfD-formulas is then deCned as follows.
De$nition 14 (TD-normal form). Let ) be a Forum proof and c be a new constant of
type o, then
1) =
{
&A∈0())CA if 0()) = ∅;
c otherwise;
where CA =∀1x1: : : : :∀nxn :p(x1; : : : ; xn) ◦−  whenever A = p(t1; : : : ; tn), ti : i for
i : 1; : : : ; n.
Given a Forum proof ), the normalization map is then deCned as follows:
De$nition 15 (TD-normalization). Let t be a term in -normal form. The TD-
normalization of t w.r.t. a proof ), written /(t), is deCned inductively as follows:
• if t is a typed constant or a variable, then /(t) = t;
• if t = (h t1 : : : tn), a rigid term, them /(t) = (h /(t1) : : : /(tn));
• if t has type o, it is not a variable, and it is not a D-formula, then /(t) = 1);
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• if t has type o and t is a D-formula (not in atomic form), then /(t) = /−(t) where
/− is the mapping deCned by the following mutual recursion:
/−(G ⇒ D)= /+(G) ⇒ /−(D); /+(D −◦ G)= /(D) −◦ /+(G);
/−(H ◦− G)= /−(H) ◦− /+(G); /+(D ⇒ G)= /(D) ⇒ /+(G);
/−(D&D)= /−(D)& /−(D); /+(G&G)= /+(G)& /+(G);
/−(∀v:D)=∀v:/−(D); /+(GoG)= /+(G)o /+(G);
/−(H o H)= /−(H) o /−(H); /+(∀v:G)=∀v :/+(G);
/−(A)= /+(A)= /(A) whenever A is atomic:
– /(t) = c where t :  and c is a Cxed constant with type , in all the other cases.
Note that in the base case for /+(A), i.e. when A is an atomic formula, we have
to normalize the subterms of A, namely /+(A) = /(A). Remember that the lan-
guage ehhfD allows variables in D-position in the scope of an implicational goal.
We can capture occurrences of non-D-formulas as soon as they appear in a proof
through the following subcases in the deCnition of /+ : /+(D−◦G)= /(D)−◦ /+(G)
and /+(D⇒G)= /(D)⇒ /+(G). The following proposition holds.
Proposition 16. Let t be a term (in normal form) with free variables x1 : : : xn; s.t.
t ∈TD then /(t[s1=x1] : : : [sn=xn])= t[/(s1)=x1] : : : [/(sn)=xn] and if t is a D-formula then
/−(t[s1=x1] : : : [sn=xn])= t[/(s1)=x1] : : : [/(sn)=xn].
Now, according to what we did in Section 3, we Crst introduce the notion of quasi
ehhfD-sequent, i.e. a sequent either of the form 	;
 −→  or 	;
 F−→ A such
that 	 and 
 are multi-set of D-formulas, F is a D-formula, and  is a multi-set of
G-formulas. The application of the normalization to a quasi ehhfD-sequent S, namely
S•, is deCned by applying the normalization to each of its components: if E=F[s=x]
then we will use E• to denote F[/(s)=x], and if 
 is a multi-set consisting of formulas
of the form F[s=x], then 
• is the multi-set {F[/(s)=x] | F[s=x]∈
}. Finally, given a
Forum proof ) of a quasi ehhfD-sequent s we deCne the quasi proof tree of ) as the
maximal partial proof tree rooted with S and consisting of quasi ehhfD-sequents only.
Then, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 17. Let S be the quasi ehhfD-sequent 	;
−→. Then; if S has a proof in
Forum; then S•=	•;
•−→• has a TD-proof.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the quasi proof tree for S. The proof
of the basis is similar to that of Lemma 9. If the length of the proof for S is greater
than one, the proof is by cases on the last rule. If the last rule is a left-introduction rule
the thesis follows applying the inductive hypothesis to the premises. Let us assume that
the last rule of the proof ) of S is an instance of Forum −◦ r with principal formula
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A−◦ B, i.e., S =	;
 −−→A−◦B;, and the premise 	;
; A −−→B; is provable in
Forum. By hypothesis, A−◦B=D[s=x]−◦G[s=x] where D−◦G is a G-formula. By
deCnition of G-formulas either D is a D-formula or D is a variable of type o.
i. if D is a D-formula a proof for the sequent 	•;
• −−→ (A−◦B)•; • can be
reconstructed by applying −◦ r to the sequent 	•;
•; A• −−→B•; • which is
provable by inductive hypothesis.
ii. If D is a variable then D[s=x] =& must be a closed term, i.e. D= xi and [&=xi]
for some i is a component of [s=x]. Furthermore, by deCnition of D-formulas,
B=G[s=x] must be a rigid atomic formula, say p(Uu).
ii.a. if & is a quasi D-formula then /(&) is a closed D-formula by Fact 16 thus it
is possible to apply the inductive hypothesis and conclude as in case (i).
ii.b. If & is not a quasi D-formula, then /(&)= 1). As a consequence, A•= /(&)=
1) and it remains to show that 	•;
•; 1) −−→B•; • is provable. Now, B• is
an atomic formula and by hypothesis only quasi G-formulas over −◦ ; ⇒ ;∀;&;
o ; ⊥ and  may occur in . Notice that the right-introduction rules for these
connectives are all deterministic (synchronous [1]) and, when exhaustively ap-
plied to the formulas in , they yield a set of premises 	•i ;

•
i ; 1) −−→B•;A•i
for i : 0 : : : k in which the right-hand sides have been reduced to multi-sets of
atomic formulas containing B• and all left-hand sides contains 1) (since syn-
chronous rules cannot split but only copy the bounded contexts in the lower
sequent to all the premises). In case k =0 an instance of r occurred in 
and thus the thesis immediately follows. In case k¿0, for each premise we
simply need to focus the proof on the formula 1). In fact, since B=p(Us), by
deCnition  −◦p(Ux) is a conjunct of 1) such that Ux are variables universally
quantiCed in 1). Thus, we can build the following Forum proof:
	•i ;
C−−→B•
(initial)
	•i ;

•
i −−→  ;A•i
r
	•i ;

•
i
	 −◦C−−−−−→B•;A•i
−◦ l
.... ∀l + &l
	•i ;

•
i
1)−−→B•;A•i
	•i ;

•
i ; 1) −−→B•;A•i
decide
:
where, to turn the sequent 	•i ;
C−−→B• into an instance of the initial axiom
we simply need to select the right conjunct from 1) and to instantiate its
variables with Us so that C coincides with p(Us).
The proofs for the remaining left-rules and for the structural rules apply similar
arguments.
Note that the requirement that only synchronous connectives occur in G-formulas
is necessary to prove the case ii.b. Based on Lemma 17 we can state the following
results.
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Theorem 18 (Completeness of ehhfD-provability). Let S be the ehhfD-sequent
	;
 −→ . Then; S is provable in ehhfDif and only if S is provable in Forum.
Proof. If there exists a Forum-proof for S, then by Lemma 17 there exists a TD-proof
# for S. The thesis now holds by observing that the ehhf-proof system is obtained by
restricting Forum to the considered class of formulas.
5. Practice
In this section, we will introduce a methodology to write executable speciCcations
in ehhf and ehhfD. According to the view of proofs as computations via rewriting,
state-based computations can be represented by transition rules of the form OLD STATE
rewrites in NEW STATE. The current state is then described by a term cons(t1; : : : ; tn)
where cons is a constructor, and the ti’s represent the values of the state components.
Note that rewriting is applied modulo congruence rules, whereas it is customary in
logic programming to consider nested terms as uninterpreted data structures. In [2],
Andreoli and Pareschi introduce a method in linear logic programming to relax this
constraint while preserving the above mentioned view. The idea is to split the state
of a computation into a disjunction of its components, namely t1o · · · o tn, so that
each component can now be considered both as an interpreted (i.e. deCned by a pred-
icate) or an uninterpreted term. Multi-conclusion clauses can be used to aggregate the
components. For instance, the rewriting rule cons(t1; t2) rewrites in cons(s1; s2), which
describes an update of the state represented through the constructor cons, can be writ-
ten as the linear logic clause: t1o t2 ◦− s1o s2. The application of the previous rule (in
a bc step) to a sequent whose right-hand side is {t1; t2} yields a new sequent whose
right-hand side is {s1; s2} as desired. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on a
representation of instantaneous con?gurations based on multi-sets of formulas: each
uninterpreted component will denote a value, whereas each interpreted component will
denote an operation whose semantics is speciCed by a D-formula. Manipulation of
values and operations is performed by the use of multi-headed clauses.
5.1. Re?ning the syntax of the sequents
In the rest of the paper, it will be convenient to introduce an explicit set of predicate
symbols R used as constructors for values of a conCguration (i.e. to represent database
facts, values associated to locations, objects, etc.). Also, we will consider sequents in
which the right-hand side is partitioned into two multi-sets of formulas: 	;
 →  ‖7
with the intended meaning that 7, the values of the conCguration, is the multi-set of
all atomic formulas ranging over R occurring in the right-hand side. Each time a
value is produced during the proof it will be implicitly moved into the 7-component
of the current conCguration. It is important to remark that a sequent 	;
 →  ‖7 is
logically equivalent to the ehhf-sequent 	;
 −→ unionmulti7. The multi-set unionmulti7 will be
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	;8; · 8−→ · ‖A1; : : : ; An
initial
	;8; · −→ · ‖A1; : : : ; An decide!
Fig. 2. The derived rule (verify).
used to represent the global state of a computation. We refer the reader to Section 8
for comparison with other approaches such as [2, 20].
To simplify the presentation of the examples, we will further reCne the syntax of
sequents. In our Crst example relating deduction and rewriting (Section 2) the idea
was to guess the target term s in order to complete the proof of t rewrites in s.
To simplify the notation we will assume that the guessed ?nal state of the derivation
is already part of 	 in the initial sequents. Formulas denoting Cnal states (the residue
we mentioned in the Crst example of Section 2) are deCned as follows.
De$nition 19 (R-formulas). An R-formula is a D-formula of the form
∀(A11o · · · oA1n1 ) & · · ·& (Ak1o · · · oAknk );
where Aij is an atomic formula over R for i: 1; : : : ; k and j: 1; : : : ; ni.
We will refer to a backchaining step over this type of formulas as the verify-rule
of Fig. 2. In this rule, 8 is an R-formula and the Ai’s are R-atomic formulas. Note
that, given the simple form of the considered R-formulas,  and 
 must necessarily
be empty (see deCnition of initial in Fig. 1). In the following, we will use the notation
	[8];
 →  ‖7 to isolate an R-formula occurring in 	. These conventions have the
following operational counterpart. Consider 8 as a meta-variable. The computation is
guided by the simpliCcation of the goals in  until the state of the sequents is reduced
to a multi-set of values. At this point 8 can be uniCed with this set of values and the
resulting R-formula returned as an answer to the initial query. The algorithm for the
reconstruction of 8 is given in Fig. 3, where in s s1 and s2; s stands for the lower
sequent of the considered rule and the si’s for its premises. Here we have used an
abstract syntax notation to represent formulas and we assume that = corresponds to
meta-level uniCcation. 4 The formula ◦ indicates that the leaf of the considered branch
is not a (verify) axiom, in this sense they can be considered as part of conditional
branches, for which (as the conditional part of the rule bc) we need no 8-answer.
We can exploit the powerful structure of D-formulas to naturally integrate state-based
computations with other logical features by an appropriate use of the conditional part.
Let us assume that logic programs (in the sense stated by the embedding of hereditary
Harrop formulas given in Proposition 1) are part of the unbounded context of sequents.
Thus, given a rule G1& · · ·&Gn⇒ (H ◦−G) we can now view the conditions Gi either
4 As customary in  Prolog, (pi x:F(x)) is an abstract syntax representation for ∀x:F(x).
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(verify) : 	[8]; → · ‖7  8 = o7
(initial) : 	[8]; → A ‖7  8 = ◦
(r ) : 	; V −→  ;   8 = ◦
( ∀r ) 	[8]; V −→ ∀x:A;   	[:]; V −→ A[y=x];  8 = (pi (: y))
( &r ) : 	[8]; V −→ A1 & A2;   	[81]; V −→ A1;  and 	[82]; V −→ A2;  8 = 81&82
(bc) : 	[8]; V
D−→ A;A′  	; · −→ G and 	[8]; V −→ B;A′
others : 	[8]; V −→   	′[8]; V′ −→ ′
Fig. 3. Reconstructing R-formulas by using uniCcation for the [·] component.
as further rewriting branches or simply as invocations of goals deCned over logic
programs being part of 	.
As an example, in the following section we will give an ehhf-speciCcation of the
semantics of small, a simple imperative language. In all examples, when clear from the
context, we will omit the type of the constants, of the quantiCers and the signatures in
the sequents.
6. Speci$cation of the semantics of an imperative language
The imperative language small has the following features: variables of integer type,
expressions, and the statements: assignment, skip, if-then-else and while. In order to
describe the semantics of this language we will consider ehhf-sequents as instantaneous
conCgurations of the execution of a program. To represent the state of the data vari-
ables we will use atomic formulas of the form var(x; v) where x is (the name of )
a variable and v is its current value. In Fig. 4, we show the embedding of the diJerent
syntactic components of small into ehhf: each syntactic component is represented using
a predicate whose semantics is deCned by an ehhf-theory, we will call M. We antici-
pate here that the execution of a (terminating) small program P will be fully described
by a proof of the sequentM[8]; · −−→P∗ where P∗ is the goal formula obtained from
P via the encoding of Fig. 4, and 8 is the R-formula denoting the Cnal state of the
execution. The intermediate conCgurations will have the form M[8]; · → stat ‖7vars,
where 7vars will represent the current state of the data variables, and stat the list of
statements to be executed. Now, we will discuss the rules of the theory M.
6.1. Semantics via an ehhf-executable speci?cation
The semantics of expressions is speciCed by a predicate eval deCned as follows:
eval( Un; Un) ◦−  : for each numeral Un:
eval(X; V ) o var(X; V ) ◦−  :
eval(E1 =E2; V ) ◦− eval(E1; V1) & eval(E2; V2) & test(V1; V2; V ):
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(var x1; : : : ; var xn)? ::= var(x1; U0)o : : : o var(xn; U0);
skip? ::= ⊥ ;
(x :=E)? ::= assign(x; E?);
(if E the S1 else S2)? ::= cond(E?; S?1 ; S
?
2 );
(while E do C)? ::= while(E?; C?);
(S1;S2)? ::= seq(S?1 ; S
?
2 );
(program Dec in S)? ::= Dec?o S?:
Fig. 4. The translation of small into ehhf.
eval(E1 + E2; V ) ◦− eval(E1; V1) & eval(E2; V2) & sum(V1; V2; V ):
: : : Similarly for; E1 − E2; E1 ∗ E2; etc:
The auxiliary predicates test and sum, both with arity 3, deCne equality and addition
for integer values, e.g., test binds its third argument to 1 if the Crst two arguments
are equal and to 0, otherwise. We use the connective & in the body of the deCnition
of eval in order to create diJerent branches of a proof with a copy of the current
bounded resources 7var. This allows us to evaluate each subexpression using a copy
of the current state (used, e.g. by the second rule). The use of  in the base case of
the deCnition of eval makes the evaluation of an expression to succeed independently
from the current state of the bounded contexts (i.e. even when they are non-empty).
The predicate seq is used to enforce sequentiality in the evaluation of the statements.
In the style of continuation passing, we will evaluate the Crst argument of the predicate
seq, with type stat → stat → o, accumulating the remaining statements in the second
argument (the continuation). Formally, we have the following:
seq(seq(S1; S2); R) ◦− seq(S1; seq(S2; R)):
seq(⊥ ; R) ◦−R:
In the following, we will write S instead of seq(S; ⊥ ). Furthermore, we assume
7= {var(x; v) | x has value v}. The semantics of each statement is then deCned by
cases on the Crst argument of seq.
For the assignment statement we have the following rule, we refer to as the assign
rule:
seq(assign(X; E); R) o var(X; V1) ◦−
(var(X; V1) o eval(E; V2))&(var(X; V2) o R):
The semantics of assignment is expressed by the following derived ehhf scheme:
M[8]; · → eval(e; v) ‖7 M[8]; · → · ‖7′
M[8]; · → assign(x; e) ‖7
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where 7= {var(x; w)}unionmulti7′′ and 7′= {var(x; v)}unionmulti7′′. The expanded scheme derived
by applying the rule assign is as follows:
M[8]; · → eval(e; v) ‖ var(x; w); 7′′
M[8]; · → (eval(e; v)o var(x; w)) ‖7′′ or M[8]; · → · ‖ var(x; v); 7′′
M[8]; · → (eval(e; v)o var(x; w))&var(x; v) ‖7′′ &r
M[8]; · assign−−−−→ assign(x; e) ‖ var(x; w); 7′′
bc
M[8]; · → assign(x; e) ‖ var(x; w); 7′′ decide!
The use of & in the body of the clause assign is used to create a copy of the current
state, that, together with the old value of x, is used to evaluate e.
For the conditional statement we have the rule:
seq(cond(E; S1; S0); R) ◦− eval(E; 1) & seq(S1; R):
seq(cond(E; S1; S0); R) ◦− eval(E; 0) & seq(S0; R):
Finally, for the while-loop statement we have the rule:
seq(while(E; S); R) ◦− eval(E; 1) & seq(S; seq(while(E; S); R)):
seq(while(E; S); R) ◦− eval(E; 0) & R:
As for the assignment, we can specialize bc so as to obtain a transition system deCning
the operational semantics of the language small. The following lemma states an interest-
ing property of the previous speciCcation. With an abuse of notation, in the lemma we
will use 8 to denote either an R-formula A1o · · · oAn or the corresponding multi-set
{A1; : : : ; An}.
Lemma 20 (Concatenation). Let S1 and S2 be the encoding of two small statements.
If the sequents M[8]; · → S1 ‖7 and M[:]; · → S2 ‖8 are provable in ehhf then
M[:]; · → seq(S1; S2) ‖7 is provable in ehhf.
Proof. Since the sequent M [8]; · → S1 ‖7 is provable in ehhf, by construction
of M, it follows that there exists 7′ s.t. M [8]; · → · ‖7′ is provable, too. By
the soundness of ehhf, the two sequents M;8 −−→7′ and M; :; · −−→ S2; 8 are
provable in Forum, i.e. in full linear logic. 5 Then, by applying the cut-rule of linear
logic to M;8 −−→7′ and to M; :; · −−→ S2; 8 we obtain a proof for the sequent
M;: −−→ S2; 7′. By the completeness of ehhf w.r.t. full linear logic, we also know
that the sequent M[:]; · → S2 ‖7′ is provable in ehhf. Thus, to build a proof for the
sequent M [:]; · → seq(S1; S2) ‖7 we simply have to mimic each step of the proof
5 For simplicity, we use the same notation used for Forum, i.e. 	;
 −−→, to denote sequents of linear
logic [15].
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for M [:]; · → S1 ‖7 as far as we obtain the sequent M [:]; · → S2 ‖7′ that we
know to be provable in ehhf.
The previous property can be read as a form of cut rule for concatenation of state-
ments: 8 is used as auxiliary formula (intermediate state) to compute the Cnal state of
the concatenation of S1 and S2.
6.2. A simple form of function declarations
Functional terms can be directly represented in ehhf using -expressions. Let us en-
rich small with declarations of functions over integers of the form f(X1; : : : ; Xn)=E.
This declaration can be compiled into the lambda term x1: : : : :xn :E∗, where E∗ is the
encoding of the expression E, so as to syntactically represent the scope of the param-
eters of the function f. Note that in higher-order logic programming languages based
on the Simply Typed Lambda Calculus, like Prolog, lambda terms do not have an ac-
tive computational role. The semantics of a function must be formalized by the logical
component of our language (in this case by the eval predicate). To make things work,
we need to store this deCnition in the environment and to modify the eval predicate
in order to cope with function invocations. The Crst task is accomplished by adding
pairs of the form var(f; x1: : : : :xn :E∗) to 7vars. In this pair the Crst argument is the
name of the function and the second is its deCnition. To handle function invocations
we use a special predicate app(F; X1; : : : ; Xn) whose semantics is deCned as follows:
eval(app(F; X1; : : : ; Xn; V ) o var(F;D) ◦−
var(F;D) o ((eval(X1; V1) & : : : eval(Xn; Vn) & eval(D(W1; : : : ; Wn); V )):
Intuitively, to evaluate the invocation of F we Crst evaluate the parameters X1; : : : ; Xn.
Then, we keep on evaluating the expression which results by applying D to the values
associated with the parameters (note that D(W1; : : : ; Wn) is a Oexible term).
6.3. Proving properties of a program
In a sequent M [Post]; · → Pre ‖P? it is possible to encode a general condition
over the initial state, Pre, and over the Cnal state, Post, trying to prove the correctness
of the program P w.r.t. the speciCed assertions. DiJerently from the previous sections,
it will be necessary to consider more general forms of state formulas (i.e. not simply a
disjunction of atoms). Let sn(0) be the expansion of a numeral Un. We will consider the
following simple properties: 81(x) =‘the variable x has a value greater than or equal
to zero’, and 82(x) =‘the variable x has a value greater than zero’. It is possible to use
the following two R-formulas as templates of states satisfying the previous properties:
81(x) ≡ ∀ry:var(x; s(y))& var(x; 0), and 82(x) ≡ ∀ry:var(x; s(y)). Note that 81 is
modeled by a combination of ∀ and &: the Crst connective is used to generalize the
value of the variable named x, whereas the second connective is used to prove the
property for all possible cases. Consider now the assignment S = assign(x; x + 1).
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Then, we have the following proof:
#1
M[82(x)]; · →′ · ‖ var(x; s(s(d)))
M[82(x)]; · →′ S ‖ var(x; s(d)) bc
#2
M[82(x)]; · →′ · ‖ var(x; s(0))
M[82(x)]; · →′ S ‖ var(x; 0) bc
M[82(x)]; · →′ S ‖ var(x; 0)& var(x; s(d)) &r
M[82(x)]; · → 81(x) o S ‖ · ∀r + or
In order to encode more complex properties it might be necessary to consider a set
of simpliCcation rules for predicates involved in the pre and post formulas. As an
example, consider the two properties
81(x; y) ≡ ∀V;W:var(x; V )o var(y;W )oV¡W
82(x; y) ≡ ∀V;W:var(x; V )o var(y;W )oV6W:
In order to handle the predicates ¡ and 6 we need to enrich the theory M with
further simpliCcation rules like
var(X; s(V ))o var(Y;W )oV¡W ◦− var(X; V )o var(Y;W )oV6W;
when proving a sequent like M [82(x; y)]; · → S ‖81(x; y). Similar rules, combined
with Lemma 20, allow one to compositionally verify properties of a concatenation of
statements. Furthermore, given a pair of pre and post conditions (expressed as R-
formulas) the proof can be carried out automatically.
In [26], Miller proposed to use Forum for proving equivalences of programs. Given
two programs P1 and P2, the idea is to prove both P∗1 ; · −−→P∗2 and P∗2 ; · −−→P∗1 .
ehhf (and in general any restriction of Forum) turns to be unsuitable for this task. In
fact, to express this type of sequents we would need no distinction between clauses
and goal formulas (note that P∗1 , possibly a very complicated formula, occurs in both
sides of a sequent). On the other hand, such a freedom in the syntax of the sequents
may cause problems when trying to automatically generate the proofs.
In this section, we have shown how the combination of linear logic and higher-order
features typical of Prolog can interact in a natural way in the setting of ehhf. This
combination provides many operational features which can be useful to specify the
internal behavior of processes (i.e. an imperative program). In the following section,
we will focus on the description of systems composed of many processes.
7. Meta programming
In this section, we will show that the fragment of Forum ehhfD can be used as
a formal language to write speciCcation of complex systems where it is necessary
to handle programs, processes [9, 3], objects [5, 6, 11] or agents [4] at the object
level. To justify our claim we will present the speciCcation of a transaction-based sys-
tem, involving data-management, multi-threaded computations and mobility of code.
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We will start our example by modeling a simple database system supporting the fol-
lowing set of operations: retrieve(A), add(A), delete(A) with the meaning induced
by the corresponding names. We will read an ehhf-sequent 	;
 →  ‖7 as the
snapshot of the database during the execution of a (collection of) transaction(s): 	
is the set of meta-rules describing the semantics of the primitives and of the user-
deCned rules, 
 is the multi-set of active clauses,  is a multi-set representing the
current collections of transactions, and 7 represents the database, i.e. a multi-set of
atomic formulas having form db(A) with A a given atomic datum (fact). We will use
tr(id; T ) to denote a transaction with identiCer id. T , its code, is a term of the form
seq(B1; : : : ; seq(Bn; ⊥ ) : : :). We anticipate here that we will employ the constructor seq
to execute each transaction sequentially. User-deCned rules are encoded in ehhf as fol-
lows: tr(I; seq(A; R)) ◦− tr(I; seq(B1; : : : ; seq(Bn; R) : : :)); where A is the head (deCnition)
of the rule, the Bi’s are atomic formulas that form its body, and R is a universally
quantiCed variable.
The semantics of the basic database operations is given by the following simple ehhf
rules inspired by previous works like [2, 18, 20]:
tr(I; seq(retrieve(A); R)) o db(A) ◦− tr(I; R) o db(A):
tr(I; seq(delete(A; R))) o db(A) ◦− tr(I; R):
tr(I; seq(add(A); R)) ◦− tr(I; R) o db(A):
It is also possible to deCne operations requiring a global test over the current state. An
example is the deletion of all facts matching a given value A. We call deleteall the
predicate implementing this operation. The semantics of deleteall is deCned as follows:
match(A; B) ⇒
tr(I; seq(deleteall(A); R)) o db(B) ◦− tr(I; seq(deleteall(A); R)):
tr(I; seq(deleteall(A); R)) ◦− not exist(A) & tr(I; R):
where the predicate not exist is deCned as follows
not match(A; B) ⇒ not exist(A) o db(B) ◦− not exist(A):
not exist(A):
Note that the base case for the predicate not exist is given as a unit clause and re-
member that in ehhf a unit clause can be applied to a goal formula only when the
remaining bounded contexts are empty (see axiom initial). The following scheme will
clarify the meaning of the previous deCnitions:
	; · → not exist(a) ‖ · bc.... bc
	; · → not exist(a) ‖7 	; · → tr(i; r) ‖7
	; · → not exist(a) & tr(i; r) ‖7 &r
	; · → tr(i; seq(deleteall(a); r)) ‖7 bc
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The predicate not exist consumes all the facts which do not match with a until an
empty context is reached. If this subproof fails (i.e. a matches with some fact b in 7)
we can select the other clause for deletall in backtracking, i.e.:
	; · → match(a; b) ‖ ·
: : :
	;
 → tr(i; seq(deleteall(a); r)) ‖7 bc
	;
 → tr(i; seq(deleteall(a); r)) ‖db(b); 7 bc
This way, we guarantee that deleteall will be carried out only when all facts matching
a will be removed from the current state. In the previous rules we assume that the two
relations match and not match are computable, e.g. via a Cnite table.
In the following section, we will extend the model to concurrently executing trans-
actions assigning them an interleaving semantics.
7.1. Concurrent transactions
Each transaction can be viewed as a separate thread of the execution of the system
communicating with the other threads and with the data stored in the database. As
explained in Section 5 we can employ o as primitive to compose the representations of
a collection of transactions T1; : : : ; Tn, i.e. tr(i1; T1) o · · · o tr(in; Tn). The interleaving
execution of the queries is induced by the nondeterminism implicit in a backchaining
steps (multiple choices of the clause to apply and of the multi-set to rewrite). It remains
to introduce primitives for communication and synchronization between transactions.
The simplest form of synchronization can be achieved using the primitives wait(A)
and wake(A), respectively, to suspend and re-activate a transaction. Their semantics is
given via the following clause:
tr(I; seq(wait(A); R)) o tr(J; seq(wake(A); S)) ◦−
tr(I; R) o tr(J; S):
Since each transaction is executed sequentially, to exploit the extended concurrent
setting we must be able to execute subtasks in parallel. For this purpose, we introduce
the primitive fork(A; B) to create two concurrent sub-transactions that execute the tasks
A and B, respectively. The semantics is given via the following clause:
tr(I; seq(fork(A; B); R)) ◦−
∀x:∀y:∀z:∀w:
tr(x; seq(A; seq(wake(z); ⊥ ))) o tr(y; seq(B; seq(wake(w); ⊥ )))
o tr(I; seq(wait(z); seq(wait(w); R))):
The two private subtransactions x and y are created by hiding their names using univer-
sal quantiCcation. These subtransactions will execute A and B before passing the control
back to the parent-transaction (by using the synchronization primitives wait=wake).
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	;
 → tr(i; m′; t′);  ‖7
	;
 m−→ tr(i; m; seq(a; r));  ‖7
bc
	;m;
 → tr(i; m; seq(a; r));  ‖7 decide
	;
 → m−◦ tr(i; m; seq(a; r));  ‖7
−◦ r
	;

(call)−→ tr(i; m; seq(call(a); r));  ‖7
bc
	;
 → tr(i; m; seq(call(a); r);  ‖7 decide!
where tr(i; m; seq(a; r)) ◦− tr(i; m′; t′) ∈ 〈m〉:
Fig. 5. Specialization of bc to the rule call.
7.2. Code mobility
The above language can be made more interesting by taking into consideration mo-
bility of code. In the new model each transaction will be represented as tr(i; M; T )
where the new component M is the code deCning the operations (methods) of the
transaction i. This view is an abstraction of object-oriented systems in which a unit of
data (which in our case is also a unit of execution) encapsulates its set of methods
together with the private data. Based on the previous extension, transaction i with code
Mi is able to perform the following operations:
– call(A) to invoke a method A deCned in Mi;
– remote(j; A) to invoke an operation A deCned in transaction j;
– local(j;M; A) to locally invoke an operation A by Crst copying the code M from
transaction j.
To give more details, we Crst need to Cx a format for the code M in a trans-
action tr(i; M; T ). Taking advantage of the higher-order nature of ehhfD, we deCne
M as an ehhfD-theory itself. M will be a conjunction of D-formulas of the form
∀x:∀I:∀R:tr(I; M; seq(A; R)) ◦− tr(I; M ′; seq(B1; : : : ; seq(Bn; R))), where A is the method
interface and B1; : : : ; Bn is the body. Such a method can update the transaction code
M rewriting it into M ′ (e.g. extensions, overriding of methods). A constant method
(i.e. that returns a Cxed value) corresponds to an attribute: overriding it corresponds to
update the value of the attribute. The speciCcation of the semantics of call is deCned
by the following ehhfD-clause:
tr(I; M; seq(call(A); R)) ◦−
M −◦ tr(I; M; seq(A; R)):
The resulting inference rule is shown in Fig. 5. Note that we use a variable of type o,
namely M , in D-position within a goal so as to ?re the methods encapsulated in the
transaction I . Universal quantiCcation in goal formulas can be used in order to protect
the code of each transaction (see e.g. [9, 20, 23]). The semantics of remote is given
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via the following ehhfD-clause:
tr(I; M; seq(remote(J; A); R)) o tr(J; N; S) ◦−
tr(I; M; R) o tr(J; N; seq(call(A); S)):
DiJerently from call, in the clause remote we have to synchronize the two transactions
I and J , enforcing transaction J to execute the task A on behalf of transaction I . Finally,
the semantics of local is given via the following ehhfD-clause:
tr(I; M; seq(local(J; N; A); R)) o tr(J; N; S) ◦−
(N −◦ tr(I; M; seq(A; R)) o tr(J; N; S):
In this case the execution thread of transaction J is not modiCed, however, we Cre the
code N of J in order to execute A in I . Though, in the previous example we have
abstracted away many details from the speciCcation of the transaction-based system,
we feel that it gives a clear picture of the descriptive power of ehhfD. Many other
operational mechanisms can be modeled by similar ideas as we shown in [3, 4, 11].
8. Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is the deCnition of two complete fragments of
higher-order linear logic, called ehhf and ehhfD, which incorporate features of higher-
order logic programming and of linear logic programming. According to the logic of
higher-order hereditary Harrop formulas, in ehhf we allow quantiCcation over variables
ranging over goal formulas. On the other hand, in ehhfD we have introduced quantiCca-
tion over variables ranging over programs. Though, it seems diEcult to accommodate
the features of the two fragments into one language without losing completeness, their
integration can be admitted at the interpreter level, as for instance in some of the
implementations of Prolog where it is possible to specify programs which are ac-
tually non-hereditary Harrop formulas. For these two fragments we have provided a
methodology to write speciCcations (Section 5) and the logical foundation (i.e. a proof
theoretical presentation) to execute them (Section 2).
Concerning linear logic programming, the novelty of our approach with respect to
previous works like Lolli [18] and Lygon [17] is in the diJerent operational interpre-
tation of proofs. In particular, in our framework we try to characterize computations
as rewriting steps so as to observe their Cnal state; in this sense the Cnal state is
the answer to the initial query. As opposite in Lolli and Lygon the result of a com-
putation is a computed answer substitution associated with the free variables of the
initial query. Another diJerence is in the set of connectives allowed by the diJerent
languages. SpeciCcally, in ehhf while providing multi-headed clauses we restrict goal
formulas to have occurrences of synchronous connectives only. To explain the reason,
let us consider the connective ⊗ . Occurrences of ⊗ in goal formulas are used in
linear logic programming languages like Lolli to manipulate the resources which are
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stored in the left hand-side of sequents. In our approach, we use a dual representation
in which the resources are stored in the right-hand side of sequents (as in some of the
examples in [26] and in previous approaches like [2, 20]). To handle them, we employ
multi-headed clauses: when applied they determine a nondeterministic splitting of the
resources in the right-hand side of sequents. We have motivated our choices through
several examples of executable ehhf- and ehhfD-speciCcations of state-based systems.
We leave as future work a possible extension of ehhf with occurrences of ⊗ in goal
formulas. This might require more complex proofs for the completeness of higher-order
logic allowing quantiCcation over formulas like in ehhfD.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [10] where we deCned a subset of the
language ehhf, we called F &O, including a backchaining rule for multi-headed clauses.
In [10, 11], we applied these ideas to model aspects of object-oriented programming.
In [5, 6], Bugliesi et al. investigated in the foundation of an object calculus based on
a fragment of Forum consisting of Horn Clauses enriched with the linear implication
in goal formulas. In our paper, we followed the ideas in [6] to prove the completeness
result for the richer fragment ehhfD.
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